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Letters from Tayyib Gökbilgin’s Personal Archives: 

László Rásonyi 

INTRODUCTION 

From today’s perspective, it seems possible to suggest that the late Ottoman 

Empire witnessed a remarkable process of transition, and even though it was an 

era of numerous obstacles and rather troubling times, it also allowed new oppor-
tunities and trends to emerge. Tayyib Gökbilgin (1907–1981), who was among 

the distinguished scholars of Ottoman studies, was born in an empire where such 

momentous transformations appeared constantly. He was a student of Medrese; 
he experienced his early stages of schooling in the educational institutions of the 

Ottoman Empire. He read and wrote in Ottoman Turkish (the language of the em-

pire), and also learned Arabic and Persian grammar. Because of the constant con-

ditions of war, he had to take a brief break in his education, but the same condi-
tions made him aware of the changes and the challenges in the late Ottoman soci-

ety. It is quite clear that a critical feature that distinguishes Gökbilgin from later 

Ottoman studies experts is that he could capture the nature of Ottoman society, 
literature, and culture in its last period. He had his secondary education at Trabzon 

Dâru’l-muallimin (Trabzon Teaching School), and earned a teaching diploma 

when the teaching schools were recognised as institutions that provided training 
for the first teachers of the young Republic of Turkey, the unarmed soldiers of the 

nation who would eliminate the ignorance and educate the society that had just 

faced the catastrophe of the continuous wars. 

He was appointed as a teacher in 1929, and he taught in various village schools 
in Anatolia for almost seven years. The year 1936 was a turning point for him; the 

Faculty of Language, History, and Geography (Dil ve Tarih-Coğrafya Fakültesi) 

was established at the University of Ankara. After the foundation of the Faculty, 
upon the request of Afet İnan – who was a historian, scholar and one of the adopted 

children of Mustafa Kemal Atatürk – the graduates of teacher schools who cur-

rently teach at that time also got accepted.1 Thus, Tayyib Gökbilgin could also 
enrol in the Faculty and had begun his university life in the Department of Hun-

garology. While the Faculty of Language and History was founded, Hungarology 

                                                             
 * This paper based on the fourth chapter of my forthcoming PhD dissertation. However, it was 

reformulated and formatted for this publication. The writing and publishing of the recent paper 
have been supported by the National Research, Development and Innovation Office (NRDI) 
(Nemzeti Kutatási, Fejlesztési és Innovációs Hivatal) through a grant (Thematic Excellence Pro-

gramme (Tématerületi Kiválósági Program) 2020, NKFIH-1279-2/2020) of the Interdisciplinary 
Centre of Excellence (University of Szeged), the Department of Medieval and Early Modern 
Hungarian History (Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Szeged), MTA–
SZTE Research Group of the Ottoman Age (Eötvös Loránd Research Network). 

 1 İnan, “Dil ve Tarih-Coğrafya Fakültesinin Kuruluş Hazırlıkları Üzerine”, p. 11. 
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was included in the faculty’s scope upon the wish of Mustafa Kemal Atatürk. The 
Faculty was established to create a scholarly institution to study Turkish language, 

history, and geography not only to understand the inner dynamics of the Turkish 

nation but also to determine the contributions of Turkish civilisations to human 
history. Accordingly, the Hungarian studies department was established to inves-

tigate the common historical characteristics of the Turkish and Hungarian nations. 

In general, the primary subjects of Hungarian studies consisted of themes such as 

the ancient history of the Hungarians, the common ancestors, ethnogenesis, and 
kinship of the early Hungarians and Turks.2 

Gökbilgin was among the first students of Professor László Rásonyi. Professor 

Rásonyi graduated from the Pázmány Péter Catholic University with a degree in 
history in 1921, after received his doctorate in Turkish philology. He was a student 

of Turkologist Gyula Németh, Hungarologist Zoltán Gombocz, and Orientalist–

Turcologist Johann Wilhelm Max Julius Bang-Kaup. Between 1921–1935, he 

worked as a deputy director, and later director at the library of the Hungarian 
Academy of Sciences. In 1934, he was invited by the newly established the Turk-

ish Language Association to Ankara. He presented a paper about the linguistic 

and historical issues of medieval Turkish–Hungarian contacts. In 1935, László 
Rásonyi was invited to the Faculty of Language, History, and Geography to es-

tablish the Department of Hungarology, and as a lecturer at the request of Mustafa 

Kemal Atatürk.3 
The primary focus of this article is to give some examples from the letters that 

were sent by the first head of the department of Hungarian studies, László 

Rásonyi, to his first student and then later colleague Gökbilgin. These letters I 

cited below are a part of the big collection of the semi-organised personal archive 
of Tayyib Gökbilgin, which has been curated by his son Altay Gökbilgin and 

shared with us.4 However, before presenting the details of this correspondence, it 

would be more accurate to start with the questions of what is a personal archive, 
what makes personal papers different from other forms of archival material, and 

what can the function of ego-documents be? 

Personal archives are documents that are not secured under the control of any 
public institution and highly individual. They have not been classified through any 

kind of official selection; they are disorganised compared to state archives, and 

the process and standardisation of the organisation of the documents vary accord-

ing to personal choices, or institutional practices and capabilities, if the collection 
has been donated to or bought by an institution. Personal archives are not only 

related to people’s jobs and official activities but are also the most explanatory 

sources in terms of the subjects’ daily lives and relationships. The questions of 
how to gain access to them, approach them and evaluate them varies according to 

                                                             
 2 Güngörmüş, “Hungarológia”, pp. 26–27; Kakuk, “Az Ankarai Egyetem”, p. 116. 
 3 Çoban, “Rásonyi László”, pp. 459–460; Kakuk, “Az Ankarai Egyetem”, pp. 116–118. 
 4 I would here like to thank Altay Gökbilgin for sharing with me and with my supervisor (Prof. 

Dr. Sándor Papp) this outstandingly important collection of sources. 
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almost every personal archive to be researched. This is because each personal ar-
chive is created in line with unique human experiences and reflects these experi-

ences from the individual’s own perspective. Personal papers provide some facts 

(like a birth certificate or a college diploma) about the individual, but also offer 
insights about the opinions, rationalisations, working methods, emotional relation-

ships, family dynamics, interests, networks, travels, and other aspects of the indi-

vidual’s life. In a way, personal archives can be evaluated as an “‘identity kit’: 

materials reflect and describe the owner”.5 As Caroline Williams states, public 
archives “contribute primarily to knowledge about infrastructures, contexts and 

frameworks of business, society and politics” and personal papers give us the op-

portunity to make “biographical, prosopographical, occupational and genealogi-
cal study at a personal and collective level.”6 

The purpose of a structuring personal archive can be to store the documents 

and to reassess them when and/or if it is necessary. However, the main point of 

personal archiving can be evaluated as building a legacy that is typically consid-
ered being unique and irreplaceable; sharing this legacy and the mine of infor-

mation/knowledge/wisdom it contains; preserving materials that are deemed to be 

crucially important and that have a place in the collective memory; providing ev-
idence of past actions; and transferring identity and/or cultural values that have 

been laboriously created over the years. 

As one can easily guess, Tayyib Gökbilgin was passionate about archives; 
therefore, his personal collection is quite vast. Some of the documents in his per-

sonal archives are related to the real estate of the family, some of them contain 

lecture notes, and some of them are official documents showing his activities at 

the university and at the Turkish Historical Association. However, we can clearly 
state correspondences constitute the important majority of the collection. The per-

sonal archive of Tayyib Gökbilgin is an excellent collection for examining his 

socio-intellectual and institutional network. These letters not only provide obser-
vations about Gökbilgin’s personal and professional relationships but explain his 

underlying purpose for preserving the letters. The legacy that he chose to preserve 

was a part of his identity, his position in his field, and his connections with signif-
icant historians, intellectuals, and dignitaries of state, all in all, his place in the 

world. 

Currently over twenty letters and postcards can be found in this collection that 

László Rásonyi sent to Tayyib Gökbilgin as well as to other people between the 
years of 1936 and 1981. The mood of the letters when László Rásonyi was the 

head of the department of Hungarian studies at the Faculty of Languages, History, 

and Geography is generally very positive. In these letters, he mentions the summer 
school in Debrecen, talks about organising the lectures, and ends his letters with 

good wishes for Tayyib Gökbilgin and his other friends at the department. One of 

the long documents found in the collection dates to 1939 and relates directly to 

                                                             
 5 Kaye et al., “To Have and to Hold”, p. 279. 
 6 Williams, “Personal papers: Perceptions and Practices.”, p. 66. 
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Tayyib Gölbilgin’s education. In this document (addressed to the Ministry of Ed-
ucation), Rásonyi politely asked for something additional regarding his students, 

besides his request for the summer courses in Hungary. He presented Eötvös 

József Collegium in Budapest as one of the best institutions of higher education 
in Europe, corresponding in qualifications and system with the École Normale 

Supérieure in Paris. The most distinguished Hungarian scholars and Turkologists 

graduated from Eötvös József Collegium, as did some Turkish scholars. Soon, it 

became a kind of tradition to have a Turkish student at this institution and he 
wanted at least one of his students to continue his education there for a year. While 

this opportunity already existed at Eötvös József Collegium, it had not yet been 

utilised. Therefore: 
 

“I kindly ask that Tayyib Gökbilgin, who is already a very good student, has 

made a very good impression on some Hungarian scholars in recent years, and 

has established important personal contacts in Budapest, be allowed to continue 
his education starting from the 1939-1940 academic year in Budapest at 

B.E.J.Coll. (…) Apart from Hungarian Studies, Tayyib studies early and modern 

history as a secondary major. The Hungarian and the Latin sources in Hungary 
on the period of the rise of the Ottoman Empire, between the 15th and 17th centu-

ries, the chronicles, and all other documents, are completely unknown and unpro-

cessed here. Since I am fully aware of Tayyib’s talent and capabilities, I gave him 
the goal to examine them two years ago. I hope that in the future he will gain a 

position as a Turkish historian and archivist.”7 

 

After Northern Transylvania (present day is a part of Romania) was ceded back 
to Hungary as a result of the Second Vienna Award (30 August 1940), László 

Rásonyi was appointed to the Kolozsvári Magyar Királyi Ferenc József 

Tudományegyetem Bölcsészet-, Nyelv- és Történettudományi Kar (Royal Hun-
garian Franz Joseph University, Faculty of Arts, Language and History in Kolozs-

vár; (present day Cluj-Napoca, in Romania) by the Hungarian government and 

therefore he left Turkey in the autumn of 1942.8 However, his teaching position 
there did not last long, and he had to leave because of the Second World War.9 A 

letter within Gökbilgin’s collection, written in Turkish and dated to 1946, provides 

some information about this period: 

 

                                                             
 7 Extract. I believe this document was dictated by Rásonyi but written by Gökbilgin. Letter from 

László Rásonyi to an unknown deputy, 1939. Document 1, p. 2. 
 8 Discussion of the decision on László Rásonyi, see: Szegedi egyetemi jegyzőkönyvek, 2nd ordi-

nary session, 28 October 1941, p. 9; sending the letter of decision to László Rásonyi’s address 
in Turkey, see: Szegedi egyetemi jegyzőkönyvek, 6th ordinary session, 26 February 1942, p. 9; 
Çoban, “Rásonyi László”, pp. 459–460. 

 9 A document showing that László Rásonyi was in Kolozsvár in May 1944, see: Szegedi egyetemi 
jegyzőkönyvek, 9th ordinary session, 25 May 1944, p. 1. 
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“My Dear Friend Tayyib, 
Thank you very much for your letter and the actions you initiated on my behalf. 

Your lines are especially valuable during the instability of refugee life that has 

been going on for two years. In his letters to me, Hamit Koşay10 stated that the 
ministry of foreign affairs officially wrote on my behalf first to the Roman embassy 

and then to the Bern embassy in Switzerland. I also wrote to both Cemal Hüsnü 

Taray Bey11 and Yakup Kadri Karaosmanoğlu Bey12. My departure for Turkey 

depends on their answers. We are again so grieved because of Kolozsvár. My 
wife’s parents and brother have so much nostalgia for it and they are so on the 

edge that we almost returned. However, according to my colleague who wrote to 

me, going back to Hungary would not be good for me while the Russians are there. 
In my new book, which I left at the printing house, I was a more determined pro-

ponent of Turkishness than before. Now I have only one desire: the opportunity to 

work productively. I also work here a lot. I prepared a chrestomathy of English 

literature for the Hungarian refugees, I taught English and Turkish, then Turkish 
and Eastern European history. I would like to publish the history of the Turkic 

peoples in Turkey /in English and Turkish/ and a dictionary of Turkish Names. 

The rich library of the Türkiyat Institute there would have been extremely good 
for the completion of this work. I would go to İstanbul with the greatest joy, and 

this would also be good for my family. However, I do not know what the deputy 

minister will decide.”13 

                                                             
 10 Hamit Zübeyr Koşay was born in a village named Tilençi Tomrek in Ufa province of the Idil-

Ural region. He came to Istanbul in 1909 and studied at Dâru’l-muallim. In 1917, he went to 
Hungary and enrolled in the “paedagogium” in Budapest, where he trained as a secondary school 
teacher. He graduated in 1921. In the same year, he entered Eötvös Collegium and in 1923 he 
completed his dissertation entitled “Türk Silâh Adları” (The Names of Turkish weapons) under 
the supervision of the famous Turkologist Gyula Németh. Later he attended Willy Bang Kaup’s 

lectures at the University of Berlin. In 1925, Koşay returned to Turkey and started his career in 
the Ministry of Education. He worked at the Bureau of Culture (Hars Dairesi), and later he served 
as a director of historical artefacts and libraries at the general directorate of Antiquities and 
Museums and the Ankara Ethnographical Museum. Koşay is known for his studies in archaeol-
ogy, ethnology and philology. He directed one of the first excavations of the Turkish Republic, 
called the Ahlatlıbel excavation, in 1933. For more detail, see: Şakiroğlu, “Koşay, Hamit Zü-
beyr”, pp. 225–226. 

 11 Cemal Hüsnü Taray (1893–1975) was working as the ambassador of Roma at that time, see: 

Başkaya, “Atatürk’ün Genç Diplomati”, p. 673. 
 12 Yakup Kadri Karaosmanoğlu (1889–1974) was a writer, translator, journalist, diplomat, and 

parliament member. During this period, he was a diplomatic officer at the Bern embassy. See 
more: Polat, “Karaosmanoğlu, Yakup Kadri”, pp. 465–468. 

 13 “Aziz dostum Tayyib, Mektubunuzu ve benim için başladığınız hareketi çok teşekkür ederim. Iki 
seneden beri devam eden mülteci hayatın kararsızlığında satırlarınız bilhassa kıymetlidir. Ha-
mit Koşay bana yazdığı mektublarında dışişleri bakanlığının benim için evvela Roma büyü-
kelçiliğine sonra İsviçrede Bern elçiliğine resmen yazdığını bildirdi. Ben de hem Cemal Hüsnü 

Taray beye, hem de Yakup Kadri Karaosmanoğlu beye yazdım. Türkiyeye hareketim onların 
cevabına bağlıdır. Kolozsvár sebebiyle yine çok müteesiriz. Zevcemin ebeveyni ve biraderi için 
nostaljisi okadar büyük, sınırleri okadar yorgundur ki az kaldı ki döndük. Fakat bir mes-
lektaşımın bana yazdığına göre Macaristana dönmek Rusların orada bulunacağı zaman bana 
eyi olmayacaktı, Matbaahanede braktığım yeni kitabımda evvelkisinden de çok daha katî bir 
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The address where László Rásonyi sent this letter from was “Hung. D.P. Camp 
Feffernitz VIII/7. Carinthia, Austria”, meaning the Hungarian Displaced Persons 

Camp in Feffernitz, in Austria. After the Second World War, millions of people, 

including civilians, were displaced across Europe. D.P., which stands for dis-
placed person was a label given to the people who were displaced from their coun-

tries and who wanted to return. Luke Kelly stated that the Feffernitz Displaced 

Persons camp was “in the British zone of Austria, hosting Hungarians displaced 

after the war and run by the Friends Ambulance Unit under the jurisdiction of the 
Red Cross and British authorities.”14 As we can see from the letter I quoted above, 

László Rásonyi was one of the Hungarians who had to stay in this camp for a 

while. In another letter he sent to Tayyib Gökbilgin in 1948, he first writes how 
fortunate he was to re-continue their correspondence after a long break. He said 

that he had applied for a British visa but did not get any response. He added that 

since December the weather had been very cold, he received urgent telegraphs 

from his home, and he had to return to avoid any more suffering for his children. 
He mentioned that he had not been subjected to any political prosecution to that 

point, since he was not condemned for being a fascist, and he had found a position 

at the Balkan Institute in Budapest with the help of his friends. “Naturally, all 
these matters are more difficult and even impossible to achieve today, since our 

country is getting closer to a dictatorship of the proletariat every day.”15 He stated 

his mission was to give the institute a direction, as much as possible, that would 
improve Hungarian–Turkish friendship. This institute, he said, was the only insti-

tution that could help to develop such a relationship. He mentioned that he had 

prepared and delivered a report stating that although many Hungarian works had 

been translated into Turkish up to that point, there were very few works translated 
from Turkish to Hungarian. Besides that, he taught Turkish at two different levels 

and the attendees of the courses were double as many as any who were learning 

any of the Balkan languages. He stated that he did not yet have to join the com-
munist party, since they have a special respect for university professors. Never-

theless, Rásonyi did not hesitate to express his concern for the future: 

“For all these reasons, the discussions that you and Hamit Bey16 had for me 
with the ministry of education have helped me greatly and allowed me to take a 

breath of relief. If I will ever be subjected to prosecution one day and deprived of 

                                                             
şekilde Türklüğün taraftarı idim. Şimdi ancak bir isteğim var: produktif çalışmak imkânı. 
Burada da çok işliyorum. Macar mültecilerine Ingiliz edebiyatının bir chrestomathia’sını yap-
tım, ingilizce ve türkçeyi, sonra Türk ve Şarkî Avrupa tarihini öğrettim. Türkiye Türk Halklarının 
Tarihini /türkçe ve ingilizce/ ve Türk Adları Lûgatını neşretmek isterdim. Oradaki Türkiyat 
Enstitüsünün zengin kütüphanesi bu eserin temamlanması için fevkalâde eyi olacaktı. En büyük 
sevinçle Istanbula gidecektim, ailem için de eyi olacaktı. Fakat vekil beyin ne karar vereceğini 
bilmeyorum.” See: Letter from László Rásonyi to Tayyib Gökbilgin, 28 August 1946. Document 2. 

 14 Kelly, “Humanitarian sentiment”, pp. 387–406. 
 15 “Tabiatiyle bugün bütün bu cihetler daha güçlükle temin edilebilir hatta imkansızdır, çünki 

memleketimiz her gün proletardiktatörlüğe biraz yaklaşmaktadır.” Letter from László Rásonyi 
to Tayyib Gökbilgin, 30 March 1948. Document 3, p. 1. 

 16 Viz., Hamit Zübeyr Koşay. 
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my salary, I continue to work with confidence, sure that my family and children 
will not starve. That is why I am very grateful to you, to Hamit Bey and to the 

deputy, to all of you.”17 

 
He continued his letter by discussing the difficulties of getting a passport. For 

example, a well-known physician and a former university professor, Ernő Balogh, 

was not able to receive a passport even though he was invited from İstanbul Uni-

versity and even though there was a Turkish ambassador who was acting as a 
mediator in this process. He concluded his letter by saying that especially these 

days he wished he were living in Turkey, and asked Gökbilgin to show the letter 

to Hamit Bey, but only to reveal its contents to old Turkish friends. 
The further documents which can be found in the Gökbilgin collection, are 

dated to the 1960s, so, a gap can be recognised in the exchange of letters between 

Tayyib Gökbilgin and László Rásonyi concerning 1948 and the 1960s. Neverthe-

less, it is groundless to think that they did not have any correspondence between 
those dates, but these letters have probably gone missing over the years. However, 

in another letter dating back to 1961, we learn that Gökbilgin invited Rásonyi to 

conduct a long-term research project in Erzurum, but he again mentioned the hard-
ships of obtaining a passport to travel.18 Rásonyi was invited to present a paper 

entitled, “Türk Halklarında Kadın Adları”19 in Göttingen and applied to get a pass-

port but the application was rejected: 
 

“You can imagine my feeling when I was told on Aug. 3 that ‘the request for a 

passport could not be completed at this time’. […] I have become so exhausted 

due to the tension, disappointment, anger and suffering I have experienced.”20 
 

Rásonyi believed that the famous philologist, historian, Turkologist, and ori-

entalist, Lajos Ligeti treated him like a second-class citizen, since he was denied 
a passport therefore, Ligeti did not have the courage to do a favour for him. He 

complained that only one signature by Ligeti, who at that time was the vice pres-

ident of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, would have been enough, but he did 
not sign the documents. Nevertheless, he said that living in Ankara or Istanbul 

seemed so attractive to him, although he had some doubts about living in Erzurum, 

since he did not know how being there would affect his health. When he closed 

his letter, he mentioned that his former professor wanted to close down the 90-

                                                             
 17 “Işte bütün bu sebeplerle Hamit beyin ve Sizin maarif vekaletiyle benim hakkındaki görüşmele-

riniz son derece imdadıma yetişmiş ve benim geniş bir nefes almama sebeb olmuştur. Şayet 
burada bir gün takibata maruz kalır ve maaşımdan mahrum edilirsem ailem ve çocuklarımın aç 
kalmayacaklarına emin olarak şimdilik itimadla çalışmalarıma devam ediyorum. Işte bu sebeple 
Size, Hamit beye ve vekil beye, hepinize çok minnettarım.” Ibid, p. 2. 

 18 Letter from László Rásonyi to Tayyib Gökbilgin, 21 September 1961. Document 4, p. 1. 
 19 In English: The Names of Women in Turkic Peoples. 
 20 “Képzelheti az érzésemet, mikor aug. 3.-án közölték velem hogy az “utlevél iránti kérés ezidő-

szerint nem teljesithető”. […] A sok izgalom, csalódás, mérgelődés, gond, amin keresztülmen-
tem, megviseltek.” Ibid. 
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year-old department just to avoid handing it over to Rásonyi, and warned that this 
matter should not be discussed with their colleagues ‘K.N.Gyuszi’ (Gyula Káldy-

Nagy) and ‘Siyah’ (means black in Turkish, he refers to Lajos Fekete here). Then 

he mentions that Gyula Káldy-Nagy wanted to be a lector at the University of 
Ankara, but the former professor (Rásonyi did not give his name in his letter) had 

another person in his mind.21 

Rásonyi retired in Hungary in 1962, but right after he received his retired status 

he went back to Ankara and started working at the Hungarian studies department 
again. A letter from this period begins as follows: 

 

“The profoundly depressed nature of your letter and its deep tone of disap-
pointment was also very gloomy for me. Yet afterwards I thought the things over. 

You wrote that you heard from Gy. H. that one of the secretaries of the embassy 

pronounced You as a spy. Well, I do not believe that Gy. H. heard such a thing at 

all. However, it is a fact that Gy. H. has many acquaintances in state organs at 
home [viz. in Hungary], and even here in Turkey in many places as well, and due 

to his being well-informed is almost admirable, nonetheless, I have to state that I 

found what he said to be total nonsense.”22 
 

Apparently, Tayyib Gökbilgin had heard from György Hazai23 that there were 

rumours in Hungary that he (viz. Gökbilgin) was a spy, and he was very upset 
about this news and shared his feelings on this issue with Rásonyi. Rásonyi, on 

the other hand, tried to soothe him with these words: 

 

“It is an absurdity that when You are the most outstanding and competent per-
son among the few who are actively concerning with intensifying Turkish–Hun-

garian cultural relations, - that is to be found anyone at the embassy, either in the 

past or in the present, who would have made such an accusation about You. When-
ever I talk to someone from the embassy, they always talk about You with great 

respect and sympathy. We know that, in the present-day world situation, even 

more than as usual, the embassy of small Hungary cannot have any other purpose 
than promote economic and cultural relations. Why would they want to discredit 

                                                             
 21 Concerning this, see: Document 4, p. 2. 
 22 “Levelének a mélységesen lehangolt volta és csalódott hangja nagyon [in the original: negyon] 

lehangoló volt számomra is. De azután gondolkoztam a dolgokon. Irja, hogy H.Gy.től olyan 
értesülése van, amely szerint innen valamelyik követségi titkár Önt kémnek nyilvánitotta. Hát én 
egyáltalában nem hiszem, hogy H.Gy. ilyesmit hallott volna. Bármennyire is tény, hogy H.Gy.-
nek minden állami szervnél vannak ismerősei otthon, s még itt Törökországban is sokfelé,-, s 
ennek megfelelően szinte csodálatraméltó a jólértesültsége, mégis ki kell jelentenem, hogy azt, 
amit ő mondott, merő kitalálásnak tartom.” Letter from László Rásonyi to Tayyib Gökbilgin, 

11 August 1963. Document 5, p. 1. 
 23 György Hazai (1932–2016) was a Turkologist, orientalist, university professor and the member 

of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. At the time when these correspondences happened, he 
was a research fellow at the Hungarian Academy of Sciences and also a visiting associate to full 
professor at Humboldt University. See: Németh, “A turkológia szolgálatában”, pp. 348–362. 
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that person to whom they can owe the most concerning the relationship with Tur-
key?”24 

 

Rásonyi thought that Hazai concocted this story, and if this was the case, Gök-
bilgin should not be taking the issue so seriously because he said Hazai “fell into 

a discredit before scientific circles at home [viz. in Hungary], perhaps even to a 

greater extent than it is deserved.”25 He stated that in Turkey, they have an over-

rated opinion about him. “He is a smart man, but he should engage in more sci-
entific studies that show serious results, than dealing with ‘politics’, namely with 

personal politics.”26 

After trying to set things right and calm Gökbilgin, he mentioned his recent 
activities. He wanted to make a presentation at the Turkish Art History Congress 

in Venice about the Turkish vocabulary of carpet making. “[…] beyond doubt, the 

Turkish vocabulary of carpet making is autochthonous /there are many verb-deriv-

atives!/. This is the first step in the settlement which people can be associated with 
the beginning of carpet-making. – However, the trip will cost a lot and as a non-

Turkish citizen, I would also have currency difficulties around buying the ticket.”27 

The same vexing problem appears in another letter dated to September 1963. 
In the first part of it, he requests Gökbilgin’s assistance because visa again could 

not be obtained. This time, the visa issue concerned Gyula Káldy-Nagy. Rásonyi 

continued the second part of the letter as follows, “Now something on the other 
matter that causes You great bitterness. Once again, I express only my conviction 

that I do not believe what Hazai told because those who work in the embassy 

cannot be not so narrow-minded that to act against their own interest. That lie 

either had no purpose, only spontaneously wanted to harm Your protégés, namely 

                                                             
 24 “Képtelenség, hogy akkor, amikor Ön a legkimagaslóbb és leghozzáértőbb személyiség azon 

kevesek között, akik aktivan törődnek a török-magyar kulturális kapcsolatok intenzivebbé téte-
lével, - hogy akkor akadjon bárki is a követségen, akár a multban, akár a jelenben, aki Önre 
vonatkozólag az inkriminált kijelentést tette volna. Akárhányszor beszélek a követségiekkel, Ön-
ről mindig a legnagyobb tisztelettel és rokonszenvvel emlékeznek meg. Tudjuk azt, hogy a mai 
világhelyzetben még inkább, mint máskor, a kis Magyarország követségének nem is lehet más 

célkitüzése, mint hogy elősegitse a gazdagsági és kulturális kapcsolatokat. Hát csak nem diszk-
reditálják épen azt a személyiséget, akinek török vonalon a legtöbbet köszönhetnek!” Letter from 
László Rásonyi to Tayyib Gökbilgin, 11 August 1963. Document 5, p. 1. 

 25 “Azt hiszem, igy kell felfogni az ügyet, s ha esetleg Hazai kitalálása az egész [in the original: 
egészn] nem kell komolyan venni, nem pusztán a fentebb kifejtettek miatt, hanem azért sem, mert 
ő az otthoni tudományos körök előtt talán még a megérdemeltnél is nagyobb mértékben elvesz-
tette a hitelét.” Ibid, p. 2. 

 26 “Jó feje van neki, de többet kellene neki komoly eredményeket felmutató tudományos munkával 

foglalkozni, mint “politiká”val, már tudniillik személyi politikával.” Ibid, p. 2. 
 27 “[...] a szőnyegelőállítás török szókincse kétségbevonhatatlanul autochton /sok az igei derivá-

tum!/. Ez az első lépés annak az eldöntésére, hogy milyen néphez kapcsolhatjuk a szőnyegelő-
állitás kezdeteit. – Azonban az ut sokba kerül és mint nem török állampolgárnak, valutáris ne-
hézségeim is lennének a jegy megvásárlása körül.” Ibid, p. 2. 
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me and Káldy in Hungary, or else – I am referring here to Your conversation with 
Hazai – it was intended to discourage You from helping Hungarians.”28 

This gossip had a greater impact on Gökbilgin than Rásonyi had expected. He 

said that he hoped that Gökbilgin did not mention his name in the conversation 
that he had with Hazai, because he was concerned that Hazai could use this infor-

mation against him in Hungary. He added that if Gökbilgin wanted and if his name 

had not been mentioned before regarding this matter, he could talk with the am-

bassador for help.29 
After this date, there are short letters or postcards between Rásonyi and Gök-

bilgin in the collection that mention illnesses, acquaintances, everyday matters, 

and greetings (e.g., for holidays, New Years, etc.). In 1970, Rásonyi sent a letter, 
signed by his wife Piroska as well, from Ankara to Gökbilgin, expressing his con-

dolences. As can be understood from this letter, Gökbilgin was in Budapest when 

his wife passed away. 

 
“We were shocked to learn from Hamit Koşay that your beloved spouse fin-

ished her life on earth while you were in Pest. 

We know that her condition was almost hopeless, but still, the news enlisted 
deep sympathy in us. On the one hand, we are very sorry for the deceased, she 

suffered a lot, because one of the greatest blessings of God, an easy death, was 

not granted to her. […] 
However, one thing that may be of consolation is that you are a true Muslim, 

and there is perchance no other religion that educates its believers to accept God-

Allah’s will as much as Islam does.”30 

 
As far as we can see from Gökbilgin’s personal archive, after Rásonyi started 

his duty in Ankara, such extensive correspondence was replaced by short holiday- 

or New Year celebration cards. This was probably due to the fact that they were 
in the same country and could also reach each other through other means. To con-

clude, most of the examples we have here are not continuous letters written in 

response to one another. In this respect, it makes it difficult to follow the subjects 

                                                             
 28 “Most valamit a másik ügyről, ami Önnek nagy keserüséget okozott. Ujra csak azt a meggyőző-

désemet fejezem ki, hogy én azt, amit Hazai mondott, nem hiszem el, mert annyira még a követ-

ségiek sem lehetnek bornirtak, hogy a saját érdekük ellen cselekedjenek. Annak a hazugságnak 
vagy nem volt célja, csak [inserted above] spontán ártani akart az Önt pártfogoltjainak, vagyis 
Káldynak és nekem Magyarországon, vagy pedig – itt az Ön Hazaival való beszélgetésére utalok 
–, el akarta venni az Ön kedvét attól, hogy magyaroknak segitsen.” Letter from László Rásonyi 
to Tayyib Gökbilgin, 17 September 1963. Document 6, p. 1. 

 29 Ibid, p. 1. 
 30  “Megdöbbenve értesültünk Hamit Koşaytól arról, hogy szeretett felesége befejezte földi életét, 

éppen akkor, amikor Ön Pesten volt. Tudjuk, hogy állapota csaknem reménytelen volt, mégis 

mély részvétet keltett bennünk a hír. Egyfelől a szegény megboldogúlt iránt, aki sokat szenvedett, 
mert nem adatott meg neki Isten egyik legnagyobb ajándéka, a könnyű halál. […] Vigaszúl szol-
gál azonban az, hogy Ön igazi muszlim és talán egyetlen nagy vallás sincs, amely olyan mérték-
ben nevelné híveit Isten – Allah akaratában való belenyugvásba, mint az Iszlám.” Letter from 
László and Piroska Rásonyi to Tayyib Gökbilgin, 1 November 1970. Document 7. 
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and to construct continuous data. Even though this situation causes some confu-
sion in readers mind we can clearly state that letters of Rásonyi in Gökbilgin’s 

personal collection establish a very interesting and valuable picture to compre-

hend the difficulties encountered in a rather complicated period, the struggles of 
life, the work ethic and publication activities, individual perspectives of the social 

environment of the academicians. Moreover, evaluating these letters chronologi-

cally allows us to envision how the relationship between Gökbilgin and Rásonyi 

had developed. It gives us an opportunity to be able to observe how the teacher-
student exchange in the first stage of their communication process transformed 

into the friendship of colleagues over time. 
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APPENDIX 

1. 
Letter from László Rásonyi to an unknown deputy, 1939. 

Personal Archive of Tayyip Gökbilgin, İstanbul. 
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2. 

Letter from László Rásonyi to Tayyib Gökbilgin, 28 August 1946 
Personal Archive of Tayyip Gökbilgin, İstanbul. 
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3. 

Letter from László Rásonyi to Tayyib Gökbilgin, 30 March 1948 

Personal Archive of Tayyip Gökbilgin, İstanbul. 
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4.  
Letter from László Rásonyi to Tayyib Gökbilgin, 21 September 1961 
Personal Archive of Tayyip Gökbilgin, İstanbul. 
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5. 
Letter from László Rásonyi to Tayyib Gökbilgin, 11 August 1963 
Personal Archive of Tayyip Gökbilgin, İstanbul. 
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6. 

Letter from László Rásonyi to Tayyib Gökbilgin, 19 September 1963 
Personal Archive of Tayyip Gökbilgin, İstanbul. 
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7. 

Letter from László and Piroska Rásonyi to Tayyib Gökbilgin, 1 November 1970 
Personal Archive of Tayyip Gökbilgin, İstanbul. 
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